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SEAT

Rip 8/4 hardwood to widths that total about 26” combined.
Glue up widths with consideration for aesthetics and end-grain 
orientation.
Upon glue drying, cross-cut glued up boards to achieve 72” in 
length.
Clean excess glue, sand surfaces and route edges to desired  
radius.
Finish using desired top coat.

BOX END

RIBS AND SUPPORT
CNC cut 4 ribs, using provided file, from one 4’ x 8’ sheet of ¾” 
plywood.
Cut ½” plywood to yield one 30” x 22” and one 8” x 22” boards.
Affix boards to corresponding upper and lower hardwood connec-
tion planes
 -Align outer ribs the outermost ends of 22” length while 
  ensuring perpendicularity. 
 -Affix inner ribs 7” inboard also ensuring perpendicularity

OUTER SKIN
Cut ⅛” plywood to yield four 32” x 22” and two 19” x 22”.
CNC cut access panel holes in two of the 32” x 22” panels
Using one 32” x 22” each, test-fit, trim and then affix boards to the 
outside and underside concave surfaces, ensuring the ones with 
the access holes go on the underside.
Using one 19” x 22”, test-fit, trim and then affix board to smaller 
convex surface near the “armrest”.
Repeat for all three surfaces so as to achieve ¼” wall thickness.
Carefully sand any excess overhang from newly-installed boards.

END CAPS
Cut ⅛” plywood to yield four 2” x 22” and one 1” x 22”.
Test fit, trim and affix caps to fit nicely on the top and bottom of 
the armrest, as well as the inboard end of the underside concave.
Sand carefully to match the curvature of the adjoining surfaces.

PLASTIC LAMINATE
Cut plastic laminate (p-lam) to yield:
 two 34”x 24” sheets
 two 4” x 24” sheets
 one 21” x 24” sheet
As well as two 48” x 48” squares cut diagonally to yield 4 large 
triangles.
Affix p-lam to the two large concave surfaces and the smaller convex  
“armrest”.
Carefully trim overhanging laminate using files and routers as  
necessary.
Affix the thinner strips to the top and bottom caps as well as the 
inboard end face.
Carefully trim overhanging laminate using files and routers as  
necessary.
Affix the triangles to the front and back faces and trim using the 
router.
Locate underside access panel beneath laminate and cut hole in 
p-lam using a router.

HARDWOOD INSTALLATION
Through access panels drill four large holes (smaller than washer 
outside diameter) through both ½” support beams ensuring the 
top and bottom holes correspond.
Test fit hardwood slab into slot on box and mark through the  
support beam holes onto the hardwood.
Drill holes in the hardwood with a bit that corresponds to the bolt 
shank diameter
Place ⅛” washers on lower support beam holes and on top of 
holes in hardwood.
Install structural bolts ensuring that they pass through both spacer 
washers.

REPEAT ALL BOX END STEPS FOR SECOND END UNIT

Fabrication Plan



Description Thickness Size Amount

Hardwood 8/4” At least 74” lengths 26 board-feet

Plywood 1/8” 48” x 96” 4 sheets

Plywood 1/2” 48” x 96” 2 sheets

Plywood 3/4” 48” x 96” 2 sheets

Plastic Laminate n/a 48” x 96” 3 sheets

Washers 1/8” 1.5” diameter 16 washers

Machine Bolts 1/2” diameter 3”  length 8 bolts

Nylon Locking Nuts 1/2” diameter 1/2 “ height 8 nuts

Suitability for Production

By using commonly-occurring, readily-available materials, the compositional elements of this piece will be  
extremely easy to acquire. Being made from CNC cut parts and nearly flat panels, the assembly will be both 
simple and easily repeatable. Through the use of plywood and plastic laminate, in conjunction with a flat slab of 
hardwood, this piece will be as durable as it is reasonably priced to build.


